Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New providers**

*Provider: Recorded Books (recordedbooks)*

Recorded Books eAudio Adult Academic Library Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Adult Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Adult Subscription for Canadian Libraries  
Recorded Books eAudio All Titles  
Recorded Books eAudio Audiolibros Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Checkout Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Children & Young Adults Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Classics Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Classics TGC  
Recorded Books eAudio Doctor Who Library Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Griot Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Kansas State Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Lane 250 Collection  
Recorded Books eAudio Pay Per Circ Christian Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Pay Per Circ HighBridge Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Pay Per Circ Tantor Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Queens Library Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio School 5-8 Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio School 9-12 Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio School K-8 Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Top 250 Bestsellers Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio World-Wide K-12 School Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio World-Wide Library Subscription  
Recorded Books eAudio Zinio Bundle  
Recorded Books eBook Classics Collection  
Recorded Books eBook Classics TGC
• *Provider: The HistoryMakers (historymakers)

The HistoryMakers Digital Video Archive

New collections

Provider: Accessible Archives (accessible)

American County Histories: Alabama
American County Histories: Alaska
American County Histories: Arizona
American County Histories: Arkansas
American County Histories: California
American County Histories: Colorado
American County Histories: Connecticut
American County Histories: Delaware
American County Histories: District of Columbia
American County Histories: Florida
American County Histories: Georgia
American County Histories: Hawaii
American County Histories: Idaho
American County Histories: Illinois
American County Histories: Indiana
American County Histories: Iowa
American County Histories: Kansas
American County Histories: Kentucky
American County Histories: Louisiana
American County Histories: Maine
American County Histories: Maryland
American County Histories: Massachusetts
American County Histories: Michigan
American County Histories: Minnesota
American County Histories: Mississippi
American County Histories: Missouri
American County Histories: Montana
American County Histories: Nebraska
American County Histories: Nevada
American County Histories: New Hampshire
American County Histories: New Jersey
American County Histories: New Mexico
American County Histories: New York
American County Histories: North Carolina
American County Histories: North Dakota
American County Histories: Ohio
American County Histories: Oklahoma
American County Histories: Oregon
American County Histories: Pennsylvania
American County Histories: Rhode Island
American County Histories: South Carolina
American County Histories: South Dakota
American County Histories: Tennessee
American County Histories: Texas
American County Histories: Utah
American County Histories: Vermont
American County Histories: Virginia
American County Histories: Washington
American County Histories: West Virginia
American County Histories: Wisconsin
American County Histories; Wyoming
The Civil War Part 1: A Newspaper Perspective
The Civil War Part 2: The Soldiers’ Perspective
The Civil War Part 3: The General’s Perspective
The Civil War Part 4: A Midwestern Perspective
The Civil War Part 5: Iowa’s Perspective
The Civil War Part 6: Northeast Regimental Histories
The Civil War Part 7: Abraham Lincoln Library Abolitionist Books

- Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)

Cambridge Law Reports

- Provider: eBooks on EBSCOhost (netlibrary)

EBSCO e Book Subscription Harvard Business Publishing Collection

- Provider: Edward Elgar Publishing (elgar)

Elgar Business 2018
Elgar Economics 2018
Elgar Law 2018
Elgar Social and Politics Sciences 2018

- Provider: HighWire Press (highwire)

SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection 2018
SAGE Cardiology and Cardiovascular Medicine Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Communication and Media Studies Collection 2018
SAGE Communication Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Criminology Collection 2018
SAGE Criminology Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile Health Sciences 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile Health Sciences Upgrade 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile HSS 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile HSS Upgrade 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile STM 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile STM Upgrade 2018
SAGE Deep Backfile Upgrade 2018
SAGE Education Collection 2018
SAGE Education Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection 2018
SAGE Health Practices and Services Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Human Resources Collection 2018
SAGE Human Resources Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Management and Organization Studies Collection 2018
SAGE Management and Organization Studies Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Materials Science and Engineering Collection 2018
SAGE Materials Science and Engineering Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Materials Science and Engineering without iMechE 2018
SAGE Medici-Legal Collection 2018
SAGE Medico-Legal Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Mental Health Collection 2018
SAGE Mental Health Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Neurology Collection 2018
SAGE Neurology Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Nursing and Health Science Collection 2018
SAGE Nursing and Health Sciences Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Oncology Collection 2018
SAGE Oncology Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Collection 2018
SAGE Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Collection 2018
SAGE Palliative Medicine and Chronic Care Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Pediatrics Collection 2018
SAGE Pediatrics Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Pharmacology and Biomedical Collection 2018
SAGE Pharmacology and Biomedical Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Politics and International Relations Collection 2018
SAGE Politics and International Relations Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Premier 2018
SAGE Premier Clinical Medicine 2018
SAGE Premier Health Sciences 2018
SAGE Premier HSS 2018
SAGE Premier STM 2018
SAGE Religion Collection 2018
SAGE Religion Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Research Methods Collection 2018
SAGE Research Methods Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Sociology Collection 2018
SAGE Sociology Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE The Royal Society of Medicine Collection 2018
SAGE The Royal Society of Medicine Collection Backfile 2018
SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection 2018
SAGE Urban Studies and Planning Collection Backfile 2018

• Provider: IEEE (ieee)

IEEE Xplore now eBooks
IEEE Xplore Wiley Telecommunications eBooks Library

• Provider: IGI Global (IGI)

IGI Global InfoSci Journals 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Business, Administration, and Management 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Communications and Social Science 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Computer Science, Security, and Information Technology 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Engineering, Natural, and Physical Science 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Library Science, Information Studies, and Education 2018
IGI Global InfoSci Journals – Medicine, Healthcare, and Life Science 2018

• Provider: Institute of Physics (IOP)

IOP eBooks Concise Physics release 4

• Provider: John Benjamins Publishing (jbep)

John Benjamins ebooks 2008 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2009 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2010 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2011 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2012 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2013 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2014 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2015 collection
John Benjamins ebooks 2016 collection
John Benjamins ebooks Discourse Approaches to Politics, Society and Culture (vols. 1-26, 2002-2007)
**John Benjamins ebooks Open Access Books**


- **Provider: JoVE (jove)**
  
  JoVE Science Education: Bioengineering  
  JoVE Science Education Chemical Engineering  
  JoVE Science Education: Electrical Engineering  
  JoVE Science Education: Inorganic Chemistry  
  JoVE Science Education: Mechanical Engineering

- **Provider: Ovid (Ovid)**
  
  American Journal of Medical Genetics Bundle  
  American Nurses Association Book Collection 2017-2018 – Purchase  
  Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research Comprehensive Archive to 2012  
  Journal of Experimental Zoology Bundle  
  LWW Comprehensive Archive Collection 2017  
  LWW Comprehensive Archive Supplemental Collection 2016 revised  
  LWW Nursing and Health Professions Premier Collection 2017/2018  
  LWW Total Access Bridge Collection 2018  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2016 version minus Neurology Year3  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2016 version w Neurology Year 3  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version minus Neurology Year2  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version w Neurology Year2  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version minus Neurology  
  LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version w Neurology  
  LWW UpToDate Reviewed Journals Collection 2017/2018  
  Neurology Extended Archive to 2008  
  Oncology Nursing Society Book Collection 2018 - Purchase  
  Oncology Nursing Society Book Collection 2018 – Subscription  
  Ovid Emcare with LWW Nursing and Health Professions Premier Collection 2017/2018  
  Ovid Emcare with LWW Nursing and Health Professions Premier Collection 2017/2018 Revised  
  Ovid Emcare with LWW Nursing Journals 2017/2018 revised  
  Ovid Nursing Full Text Plus 2017/2018

- **Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)**
  
  Oxford Medicine Online

- **Provider: Philosophy Documentation Center (philonline)**
  
  Philosophy Documentation Center eBook Collection

- **Provider: Project Muse (Muse)**
  
  Project Muse 2015 African Studies Supplement
ProQuest Digitized Newspapers: USA Today Recent

- Provider: ProQuest Ebook Central (pqebk)

- Ebook Central Academic Complete
- Ebook Central Academic Complete UKI Edition
- Ebook Central Academic Complete, Middle East Edition
- Ebook Central Aerospace Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Business Complete Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Business Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Business Project Management Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Byron Hoyt Online Sheet Music Subscription
- Ebook Central Canada Subscription – Collection Canadienne
- Ebook Central Chemical Engineering Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Civil Engineering Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central College Complete
- Ebook Central Computing Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Corporate Subscription
- Ebook Central Custom Penwell Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Custom SME (Society of Manufacturing Engineers) Source™ Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central D&B International Business Reports™ Subscription
- Ebook Central DDA Titles
- Ebook Central Deutsche Sammlung Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Education Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Education Ebook Subscription – International
- Ebook Central Electronics Engineering Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Employee Development Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Engineering & Industrial Management Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Engineering Core Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Engineering Select Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Engineering Systems Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Environmental Engineering Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Finance Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Food Science Engineering Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Health & Medicine Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central Health & Medicine Ebook Subscription – International
- Ebook Central History Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central History Ebook Subscription – International
- Ebook Central Human Resources Ebook Subscription
- Ebook Central IGI Global InfoSci Books Subscription
- Ebook Central IGI Global InfoSci Journals Subscription
- Ebook Central Law Ebook Subscription

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/WorldCat_knowledge_base_data_updat...
Ebook Central Law Ebook Subscription – International
Ebook Central Leadership Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Literature & Language Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Literature & Language Ebook Subscription – International
Ebook Central Materials Engineering Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Mechanical Engineering Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Medical Technology Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Military Complete
Ebook Central Nordic Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Octavio Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Perpetual Titles
Ebook Central Petroleum Engineering Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pharmaceuticals Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Power Engineering Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Computers Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Education Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: History & Political Sciences Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Humanities Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Interdisciplinary & Area Studies Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Language & Literature Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Law Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Life Sciences Ebook Collection
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Medical Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Nursing & Allied health Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central pre 2015: Physical Sciences Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Pre 2015: Sociology & Anthropology Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Public Library Complete
Ebook Central Public Library Complete – International
Ebook Central Reference Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Reference Research Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Religion & Philosophy Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Religion Ebook Collection
Ebook Central Sales & Marketing Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Schools & Educators Complete
Ebook Central Science & Technology Ebook Subscription
Ebook Central Social Sciences Ebook Subscription
New cooperatively contributed collections

*** Akademiai Kiado (OA Titles Only) (global.5644.354) – contributed by University of the West Library
• Asbury Theological Seminary Journals (global.5644.263) – contributed by University of the West Library
• Asser serie Archief (Kluwer Navigator) (global.60691.188) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
*** Brepolis Publishers (OA Titles Only) (global.5644.569) – contributed by University of the West Library
• Digital Bibliothek Deutscher Klassiker im WWW (English Version) (global.1284.119) – contributed by University of Maryland Libraries
*** DTL OA Amherst College Press (global.215387.44) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Aquiline Books (global.215387.47) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Asbury Seminary eplace (global.215387.52) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Asbury Seminary FirstFruits (global.215387.37) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Carolina Digital Repository (global.215387.66) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Georgetown Religious Studies Dissertations (global.215387.58) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Georgia State University Dissertations & Theses (global.215387.65) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Gorgias Press (global.215387.41) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA MIT Titles (global.215387.21) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Nusismatics for Religious Studies (global.215387.46) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Oapen.org History (global.215387.27) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
*** DTL OA Oapen.org Philosophy Collection (global.215387.25) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Oapen.org Religion & Beliefs (global.215387.26) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Oasis Ebooks (global.215387.43) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Classics (global.215387.30) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Digital Humanities (global.215387.31) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Economics, Politics & Sociology (global.215387.32) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Enviromental Studies (global.215387.33) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—History & Biography (global.215387.34) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Philosophy & Selected Literature (global.215387.35) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Open Book Publishers—Women's & Gender Studies (global.215387.36) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Oriental Institute of Chicago (global.215387.23) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Society of Biblical Literature (SBL) Ancient Near Eastern Monographs (ANEM) (global.215387.42) –
  contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Society of Biblical Literature (SBL) International Voices in Biblical Studies (IVBS) (global.215387.45) –
  contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA Ubiquity Press (global.215387.51) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of British Columbia Dissertations in Philosophy (Global.215387.61) – contributed by Digital
  Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Iowa Dissertations in Religious Studies (1967-2017) (global.215387.57) – contributed by
  Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Michigan Press (global.215387.50) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Pennsylvania Dissertations (global.215387.70) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL) (global.195350.3) – contributed by Texas A&M University at
  Galveston
• *** International Labour Organization (ILO) (global.5644.499) – contributed by University of the West Library
• JISC ebook for FE (global.195350.3) – contributed by City of Bristol College
• Kluwer Navigator ebooks (global.60691.185) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
• *** Knowledge Unlatched 2017 (global.1538.182) – contributed by Macalester College
• *** NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) Available Full Text (global.1284.116) – contributed by University of
  Maryland Libraries
• *** NASA e-Books (global.5027.249) – contributed by Virginia Tech
• *** Northeast Asian History Foundation 동북아역사재단 (OA Titles) (global.5644.235) – contributed by University of
  the West Library
• Opmaat Premium Plus (global.57335.109 – contributed by Hanzehogeschool Groningen
• ProQuest Religion Database: Dissertations and Theses (global.5644.516) – contributed by University of the West
  Library
• *** The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago (global.5644.369) – contributed by University of the West
  Library
Statistics

Totals:
6,580 providers
19,660 collections
39,798,237 records